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ABSTRACT

Genome editing technology based on engineered nu-
cleases has been increasingly applied for targeted
modification of genes in a variety of cell types and
organisms. However, the methods currently used
for evaluating the editing efficiency still suffer from
many limitations, including preferential detection of
some mutation types, sensitivity to polymorphisms
that hamper mismatch detection, lack of multiplex ca-
pability, or sensitivity to assay conditions. Here, we
describe qEva-CRISPR, a new quantitative method
that overcomes these limitations and allows simulta-
neous (multiplex) analysis of CRISPR/Cas9-induced
modifications in a target and the corresponding off-
targets or in several different targets. We demon-
strate all of the advantages of the qEva-CRISPR
method using a number of sgRNAs targeting the
TP53, VEGFA, CCR5, EMX1 and HTT genes in differ-
ent cell lines and under different experimental con-
ditions. Unlike other methods, qEva-CRISPR detects
all types of mutations, including point mutations and
large deletions, and its sensitivity does not depend
on the mutation type. Moreover, this approach allows
for successful analysis of targets located in ‘diffi-
cult’ genomic regions. In conclusion, qEva-CRISPR
may become a method of choice for unbiased sgRNA
screening to evaluate experimental conditions that
affect genome editing or to distinguish homology-
directed repair from non-homologous end joining.

INTRODUCTION

Genome-editing technology is widely used to inactivate or
modify specific genes in functional studies or in therapeu-
tic approaches. The Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9 system (1–4) recently
became a major genome editing tool that has replaced pre-
viously developed zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) and tran-
scription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) (5,6).
In the CRISPR/Cas9 system, single guide RNA (sgRNA)
is used to guide the Cas9 nuclease to target DNA con-
taining the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), which is 5′-
NGG-3′ for Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9. Double-strand
breaks (DSBs) generated by Cas9 at ∼3 bp upstream from
PAM are mainly repaired by error-prone non-homologous
end joining (NHEJ), which results in a variety of scar
mutations, most of which are insertion/deletion (INDEL)
frameshift mutations leading to premature translation ter-
mination and transcript degradation by nonsense-mediated
decay (NMD). Alternatively, the homology-directed repair
(HDR) mechanism can repair the break precisely using a
DNA repair template. The mechanism of CRISPR/Cas9-
mediated genome editing has been recently described in de-
tail in several excellent review articles, e.g. (7). There are four
possible results of target gene editing in a single diploid cell:
no mutation, heterozygous mutation (only one allele is mu-
tated), homozygous mutation (the same mutation in both
alleles), and biallelic mutation (different mutations on both
alleles). Despite great progress in sgRNA design algorithms
(8–10), the efficiency of a specific DSB induction within the
target sequence is still difficult to predict. Additionally, un-
specific targeting of other genomic regions (off-targets) is
difficult to avoid and therefore remains one of the most im-
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portant challenges of genome editing approaches, especially
in the context of their clinical applications [reviewed in (11)].

Several methods have been developed to evaluate the
activity of sgRNAs and frequency of INDEL mutations;
however, all of them have their specific limitations (12).
Most methods, including mismatch cleavage assays, high-
resolution melting analysis (HRMA), and heteroduplex
mobility, are based on cleavage or modified migration of
the heteroduplexes formed by mutated and wild-type DNA
strands (6,13–15). These methods are widely used for pre-
liminary screening of sgRNA activity due to their simplic-
ity, low cost, and requirements for basic laboratory equip-
ment. The most popular of these techniques utilize T7 en-
donuclease 1 (T7E1) or Surveyor nuclease (Transgenomic,
Inc., USA) to cleave mismatches formed between modified
and unmodified DNA strands (12,16). Despite these advan-
tages, mismatch cleavage assays can overlook both single-
nucleotide changes as well as larger deletions. They also
cannot detect homozygous mutations and are not suitable
for analyses of polymorphic loci (17). Other INDEL de-
tection methods include restriction fragment length poly-
morphism (RFLP) (5,18), loss of a primer binding site
(19), analysis of a PCR product length polymorphism (20),
and decomposition of Sanger sequencing reads by TIDE
(21,22) and CRISPR-GA (23). Alternative methods have
also been proposed (24,25). Unlike heteroduplex-utilizing
assays, these methods allow for detection of homozygous
mutant clones. Most of the abovementioned methods take
advantage of the principles of mutation detection methods
that were developed and commonly used in the 1990s and
are affected by their limitations, of which the most impor-
tant are as follows: limited sensitivity (usually ∼80%), the
confounding effects of common SNPs that frequently oc-
cur in the vicinity of the site of interest, and an inability
to detect larger (>200) deletions/duplications. Most impor-
tantly, many of these methods were not designed to be quan-
titative and have limited or no multiplexing capabilities.

Functional screening of candidate sgRNAs rarely in-
cludes a more challenging analysis of off-targets. Although
bioinformatics tools are helpful to predict potential sgRNA
off-targets in the genome of interest [e.g. (12,26)], the num-
ber of off-targets may depend on many factors, including
the thermodynamic properties of sgRNA and actual local
concentrations of sgRNA and Cas9 as well as the local ion
concentrations and presence of various specific and unspe-
cific competing or sequestrating elements. The latter factor
further depends on experimental conditions, such as the cell
type or sgRNA/Cas9 delivery strategy [reviewed in (11)].

Here, we describe a new method for quantitative
Evaluation of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated editing (qEva-
CRISPR) that allows for parallel analysis of target and
selected off-target sites. qEva-CRISPR is a ligation-based
dosage-sensitive method. It takes advantage of the previ-
ously developed and well-validated strategy of the multi-
plex ligation-based probe amplification (MLPA) assay de-
sign (27,28). The strategy exclusively utilizes short oligonu-
cleotide probes that can be easily generated via standard
chemical synthesis for any target of interest. The general
concept of the MLPA method, which is mostly used for de-
tection of large deletions in disease-related genes, has been
described and reviewed previously (29,30).

Using the developed qEva-CRISPR assays, we quanti-
tatively measured the efficiency of several sgRNAs in tar-
get and off-target sites in different human cell lines and
under different conditions in CRISPR/Cas9 experiments.
Among the analyzed targets were those located within low-
complexity sequences flanking the CAG microsatellite tract
in the huntingtin (HTT) gene, for which other assays could
not be designed or did not work reliably. We demonstrate
the ability of qEva-CRISPR to distinguish sequences gen-
erated by NHEJ and HDR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids

The sgRNA sequences E4.1 and E4.2, which are specific
for target sequences within the TP53 gene, and sgRNAs
specific for the VEGFA (VEGFA), EMX1 (EMX1), and
CCR5 (CCR5.1, CCR5.6, and CCR5.7) genes have been
described previously (31–33). To generate the Cas9 E4.1,
Cas9 E4.2, Cas9 VEGFA, Cas9 EMX1, Cas9 CCR5.1,
Cas9 CCR5.6 and Cas9 CCR5.7 plasmids, sense and an-
tisense DNA strands of sgRNAs were synthesized (IBB,
Warsaw, Poland), annealed to each other, and ligated into
the FastDigest BsmBI (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) digested pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP (PX458) (Ad-
dgene, Cambridge, MA, USA) plasmid. Chemically com-
petent Escherichia coli GT116 cells (InvivoGen, San Diego,
CA, USA) were transformed with the ligated plasmids,
plated onto ampicillin selection plates (100 �g/ml ampi-
cillin) and incubated overnight at 37◦C. The plasmids were
isolated using the Gene JET Plasmid Miniprep kit (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) and analyzed by Sanger sequencing with
the U6-Fwd primer. The same strategy was used to gen-
erate plasmids encoding Cas9 and three sgRNAs specific
for the HTT gene (34): Cas9 HTT.sg1, Cas9 HTT.sg3 and
Cas9 HTT.sg4. Two HTT sgRNAs were also used with
the nickase version of Cas9 (Cas9n; D10A mutant;
pSpCas9n(BB)-2A-GFP (PX461)): Cas9n HTT.sg1 and
Cas9n HTT.sg4. The oligonucleotide sequences are pre-
sented in Supplementary Table S1.

Cell culture and transfection

Human colon cancer cells (HCT116), human embryonic
kidney cells (HEK293T), human myeloid leukemia cells
(K562) and HeLa cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (Lonza; Basel, Switzerland) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis,
MS, USA), antibiotics (Sigma-Aldrich) and L-glutamine
(Sigma-Aldrich). HCT116 and HeLa transfections were
performed using Lipofectamine LTX (Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. Plasmids were transfected with a concentration
of 0.25 �g to 2 �g/12-well plate. The transfection efficiency
(GFP positive cells) was determined by flow cytometry (BD
Accuri™ C6, BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).
HEK293T were transfected using the calcium phosphate
method with 10 �g of plasmid DNA or 5 �g of each plas-
mid from a Cas9n HTT.sg1 and Cas9n HTT.sg4 pair for
3 × 105 cells/plate. HCT116 and K562 cells were electro-
porated with the Neon™ Transfection System (Invitrogen,
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Carlsbad, CA, USA). Briefly, 0.5–1 × 105 cells were har-
vested, resuspended in Buffer R and electroporated with
1 �g of plasmid DNA in 10 �l tips using the following
parameters: 1130 V, 30 ms, 2 pulses or 1450 V, 10 ms, 3
pulses for HCT116 and K562 cells, respectively. In mul-
tiplex analysis, the concentration of each plasmid DNA
was either 200 ng (0.6 �g in total) or 330 ng (1 �g in to-
tal). In HDR experiments, the HEK293T cells were elec-
troporated with 125 ng of plasmid DNA (62.5 ng of each
Cas9n HTT.sg1 and Cas9n HTT.sg4 plasmids) and 0.5 �l
of 10 �M oligodeoxynucleotide (ssODN) as a donor tem-
plate (IDT, Skokie, IL, USA) (Supplementary Table S1) us-
ing the following parameters: 1150 V, 20 ms, 2 pulses. The
cells were cultured for 48 hours, after which genomic DNA
was isolated with the Cells and Tissue DNA Isolation Kit
(Norgen, Biotek Corp., Schmon Pkwy, ON, Canada) ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s instructions.

In vitro T7 transcription of sgRNA and RNP complex deliv-
ery

R 1s and R 1a oligonucleotides corresponding to
HTT sg.1 (IBB, Warsaw) (Supplementary Table S1)
were annealed and ligated into the FastDigest BpiI
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) digested p31 vector, which
contains a T7 RNA polymerase promoter and Cas9 gRNA
scaffold sequence. Chemically competent E. coli GT116
cells (InvivoGen) were transformed with the ligated plas-
mids, plated onto ampicillin selection plates (100 �g/ml
ampicillin) and incubated overnight at 37◦C. The plasmids
were isolated using the Gene JET Plasmid Miniprep
kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and analyzed by Sanger
sequencing with the WSF6 primer. The sgRNA expression
vectors were digested with FastDigest DraI (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), and the sgRNA was synthesized using
an AmpliScribe T7-Flash Transcription Kit (Epicentre,
Madison, WI, USA). The synthesized sgRNA was purified
by phenol–chloroform–isoamyl alcohol (PanReac Ap-
pliChem, Barcelona, Spain) extraction and its integrity was
checked by electrophoresis on a 10% PAA/urea/1× TBE
gel.

The RNP complex was produced by mixing recombi-
nant NLS-SpCas9-NLS nuclease (VBCF Protein Technolo-
gies facility http://www.vbcf.ac.at) and in vitro transcribed
sgRNA. Cas9 RNPs were prepared immediately before
electroporation by incubating 2.5, 5 and 10 �g of Cas9 pro-
tein with 6, 12 and 24 �g of sgRNA transcript in an ap-
propriate buffer containing 200 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 1.5
M KCl, 5 mM DTT and 1 mM EDTA at 37◦C for 10 min.
HEK293T cells were electroporated with a Neon transfec-
tion system (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s in-
struction.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting

Cells were sorted using the BD FACSAria™ III (BD
Biosciences) flow cytometer (cell sorter) 48 h post-
electroporation. The configuration of the flow cytometer
was as follows: a 100-�m nozzle and 20 psi (0.138 MPa) of
sheath fluid pressure. Cells were characterized by two non-
fluorescent parameters, forward scatter (FSC) and side scat-

ter (SSC), and one fluorescent parameter, which was green
fluorescence from GFP collected using the 530/30 band-
pass filter (FITC detector). Data were acquired in a four-
decade logarithmic scale as area signals (FSC-A, SSC-A,
and FITC-A) and analyzed with FACS DIVA software (BD
Biosciences). GFP-positive cells were divided into three
fractions based on the fluorescence intensity. Each frac-
tion contained ∼1–2 × 104 cells that were seeded onto a
6-well plate, maintained until confluence and collected for
genomic DNA extraction.

Single-cell clones

To obtain single-cell clones, the HCT116 cells were trans-
fected with the Cas9 E4.1 or Cas9 E4.2 plasmids, sorted by
FACS and plated onto 150-mm cell plates to form single-
cell clones. Individual colonies were picked with the use of
cloning rings and transferred into 48-well plates according
to the manufacturer’s instructions (Promega, Madison, WI,
USA). DNA was isolated from cells using 0.5 × Direct-
Lyse buffer as described by Ramlee et al (30). PCR was per-
formed using the MK024 and MK025 primers, and single-
cell clones were genotyped by Sanger sequencing with the
MK024 primer (Supplementary Table S1).

T7E1 mutation detection assay

For the T7E1 mismatch assay, genomic DNA was amplified
using Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) with primers (MK024 and MK025) as de-
scribed in the paper by Ramlee et al (30). The PCR ampli-
fication conditions were as follows: initial denaturation for
3 min at 95◦C; 30 cycles of 95◦C for 30 s, 63◦C for 30 s,
and 72◦C for 30 s; and a final elongation at 72◦C for 5 min.
PCR products were purified using the GeneJET PCR Purifi-
cation Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Next, 400 ng of pu-
rified PCR product was used in an annealing reaction and
enzymatic digestion by the T7E1 enzyme (New England Bi-
olabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). The DNA fragments were sep-
arated on a 1.3% agarose gel and visualized by EB stain-
ing. The DNA band intensity was quantified using G:BOX
(Syngene, Cambridge, UK) and analyzed with GelPro soft-
ware (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA). The IN-
DEL frequency was estimated by comparing the digested
band intensities to all bands.

The qEva-CRISPR assay generation

The qEva-CRISPR analysis was performed using the
following custom-designed assays (probe mixes) with
7–12 MLPA probes: qEva E4.1, qEva E4.1 delA,
qEva E4.1 A/T, qEva E4.2, qEva HTT.sg1,
qEva HTT.sg3, qEva HTT.sg4, qEva HTT.edit,
qEva SNP, qEva VEGFA, qEva EMX1, qEva CCR5.1,
qEva CCR5.6, qEva CCR5.7 and qEva multiplex. In most
cases, the assay IDs corresponded to the IDs of the tested
sgRNA/targets (Supplementary Table S2). Most assays
consisted of one target specific (TS) probe and one to three
off-target specific (OS) probes. The qEva HTT.edit assay
consisted of two probes (TS HTT.sg1* and TS HTT.sg4)
specific for targets of HTT.sg1 and HTT.sg4 as well as one

http://www.vbcf.ac.at
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probe (TS HTT.HDR) specific for sequence overlapping
the ssODN sequence (inserted to genome by HDR) and
the genomic sequence flanking the incorporated ssODN
sequence. Additionally, the 5′ half-probe of TS HTT.sg1*
and the 3′ half-probe of TS HTT.sg4 formed a new probe
(TS HTT.sg1/4) that is specific to a new sequence created
after rejoining of free-ends created after the excision of
the sequence between the HTT.sg1 and HTT.sg4 cuts. In
addition to the TS and OS probes, each assay consisted
of up to eight control probes. The sequences, genomic
positions, and detailed characteristics of the probes used
in this study are presented in Supplementary Table S3.
The qEva-CRISPR probes were designed according to a
strategy previously proposed for MLPA probes (27,28).
Three three-oligonucleotide probes (TS HTT.HDR,
TS CCR5.1 and OS CCR5.1) were designed according
to a strategy adopted from (35,36). All probes were syn-
thesized by IDT, Skokie, IL, USA. All reagents, except
for the probe mixes, were purchased from MRC-Holland,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The MLPA reactions
were performed according to the manufacturer’s general
recommendations (http://www.mlpa.com). Briefly, 5 �l of
genomic DNA (at a concentration of approximately 20
ng/�l) were incubated at 98◦C for 5 min, cooled to room
temperature and mixed with 1.5 �l of an appropriate probe
mixture as well as 1.5 �l of SALSA hybridization buffer.
The reaction was then denatured at 95◦C for 2 min and
hybridized at 60◦C for 16 h. The hybridized probes were
ligated at 54◦C for 15 min by the addition of 32 �l of the
ligation mixture. Following heat inactivation, the ligation
reaction was cooled to room temperature, mixed with 10
�l of a PCR mixture (polymerase, dNTPs, and universal
primers, one of which was labeled with fluorescein) and
subjected to PCR amplification for 35 cycles.

The products of the MLPA reactions were diluted 20x
in HiDi formamide containing GS Liz600, which was used
as a DNA sizing standard, and separated via capillary
electrophoresis (POP7 polymer) on an ABI Prism 3130XL
apparatus (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).
The obtained electropherograms were analyzed using Gen-
eMarker software v2.4.0 (SoftGenetics, State College, PA,
USA). The signal intensities (peak heights) were retrieved
and transferred to prepared Excel sheets (available upon re-
quest). For each individual sample, the signal intensity of
each probe was divided by the average signal intensity of
the control probes to normalize the obtained values and to
equalize the run-to-run variation. To calculate the relative
signal (RS), the normalized signal of each probe was di-
vided by the corresponding value of a reference (untreated)
sample (or by the averaged value of the reference samples).

RESULTS

qEva-CRISPR strategy and assay design

For the proof-of-concept experiment, we designed two
qEva-CRISPR assays (qEva E4.1 and qEva E4.2) spe-
cific to the INDEL scar-mutations generated by the well-
validated E4.1 and E4.2 sgRNAs, which were developed
previously (31). These sgRNAs target two non-overlapping
sequences located in exon 4 of the TP53 gene (Supple-
mentary Table S2). Each of the assays included 8 control

probes (specific to regions randomly distributed over the
genome), one target-specific probe, and two (qEva E4.1) or
three (qEva E4.2) off-target-specific probes. The off-target
sequences, which were identified using Cas-OFFinder soft-
ware (http://www.rgenome.net/cas-offinder/) (9), differed
by 3–4 nucleotides from the corresponding target sequences
(Supplementary Table S2). The set of control probes is uni-
versal and may be used in any qEva-CRISPR assay (ex-
cept assays in which the control probes overlap with the
tested target or off-target sites). The exact genomic location
and sequence of each probe are indicated in Supplemen-
tary Table S3. The probes and general assay layouts were
designed and generated according to a strategy developed
for MLPA analysis that has been previously described in
detail (27,28). We validated the performance of the assays
with a panel of reference DNA samples and showed that
each probe correctly recognized its target in the wild-type
sequence [i.e. generates single PCR product (electrophero-
gram peak) of the expected size].

qEva-CRISPR takes advantage of the fact that only per-
fectly hybridized MLPA half-probes can be ligated. There-
fore, even a small mutation at the ligation point (predicted
cut-site) prevents ligation and subsequent amplification of
the probe. The amplification signal (amount of PCR prod-
uct) is proportional to the dosage of matched (not-mutated)
DNA molecules. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1A, the sig-
nal obtained for the target-specific probe in the DNA sam-
ple from cells treated with CRISPR/Cas9 reagents should
be reduced proportionally to the fraction of mutated tar-
get sequences. In the case of modification of all targeted
molecules, no signal of the target-specific probe should be
present, whereas the signal for the control probes should re-
main intact (Figure 1A).

Using the developed assays, we analyzed HCT116 cells
transfected with either the Cas9 E4.1 or Cas9 E4.2 plas-
mids. As shown in Figure 1B and Supplementary Figure
S1, the relative signal (RS) of the target-specific probes de-
creased substantially in cells transfected with either of the
plasmids. The level of the signal decrease corresponds to the
fraction of modified target sequences expressed as the tar-
get modification efficiency (TME), which equals 49% (Sup-
plementary Figure S1) and 43% (Figure 1B) for the E4.1
and E4.2 target sequences, respectively. In contrast, trans-
fection with either of the plasmids did not affect the sig-
nals of off-target-specific probes (∼1, comparable to the
signals of the control probes). This result indicated that
with the conditions and sgRNAs that were used, the off-
target sequences were not substantially edited. It must be
noted; however, that some low-level (<5%) mutations in the
tested regions may be missed. It results from the fact that
to avoid false-positive detection of CRISPR/Cas9-induced
mutations, signal changes smaller than 2 standard devia-
tions (SDs) of the signals of control probes (usually smaller
than 0.1 of RS or 10% of the TME value) were not consid-
ered significant.

Our experience, as well as the previous experiences of
others, indicates that even the smallest mutation (mismatch
of the probe with its target sequence) at the ligation point
completely prevents ligation of the half-probes, which re-
sults in lack of signal for the affected probe [e.g. (27,37,38)].
To confirm this effect in our experimental system, we mod-

http://www.mlpa.com
http://www.rgenome.net/cas-offinder/
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Figure 1. The qEva-CRISPR analysis strategy. (A) Schematic representation of qEva-CRISPR analysis of DNA samples extracted from cells either trans-
fected (Cas9+; left-hand side) or not transfected (Cas9–; right-hand side) with a plasmid encoding CRISPR/Cas9 reagents. The Cas9 nuclease is directed
toward target DNA by sgRNA, and after PAM recognition, DNA is specifically cleaved ∼3-nt upstream of PAM. Double-strand breaks (DSBs) are mainly
repaired by NHEJ, resulting in INDEL scar-mutations. Target and off-target-specific qEva-CRISPR half-probes are designed to directly adjust the pre-
dicted cut-sites. Therefore, the occurrence of any scar-mutation prevents ligation of sister half-probes and subsequent probe amplification. Each half-probe
is composed of a region-specific sequence [RSS, indicated by either red (TS, target-specific probe) or green (CTRL, control probe)]; stuffer sequence (SS,
gray), and primer-specific sequences [PSS, specific to either forward (fluorescently labeled) or reverse universal primers)]. Note that different lengths of
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ified the target-specific probe TS E4.1 by introducing ei-
ther a single substitution or single-nucleotide deletion into
one of its half-probes (for details, see Supplementary Ta-
ble S3 and Supplementary Figure S2). As shown in Sup-
plementary Figure S2, any of the single-nucleotide muta-
tions caused complete reduction of probe signal (i.e., no de-
tectable signal in the expected position).

In addition, we designed an assay (qEva SNP) specific
for three different SNPs that served as a model for very
small [single-nucleotide (sn) substitution, sn deletion, and
sn insertion] CRISPR/Cas9-induced alterations. As shown
in Supplementary Figure S3, qEva-CRISPR was able to
specifically and quantitatively recognize all nucleotide al-
terations. The experiment confirmed that even small alter-
ation at the ligation point prevents any signal of qEva-
CRISPR probes. The experiment also confirmed the mul-
tiplexing capability of qEva-CRISPR. Further, to test the
sensitivity and threshold of qEva-CRISPR mutation detec-
tion, we performed a titration experiment with decreasing
amounts of sample containing the selected SNPs. As shown
in Supplementary Figure S3B, the signal of a particular al-
teration still may be detected even if it is present in low
fraction (∼2%). However, mutations detected at a very low
level (<5%) should be interpreted carefully (which applies
to most other methods as well).

Analysis of the well-characterized VEGFA, CCR5 and
EMX1 sgRNAs activity with qEva-CRISPR

To demonstrate the utility and robustness of qEva-CRISPR
for a wider range of targets, we designed five new assays
that were specific for 5 different targets and corresponding
off-targets, i.e. sgRNAs for VEGFA and EMX1 and three
sgRNAs for CCR5. The CRISPR/Cas9 activity towards
the selected targets was analyzed before by T7E1 and NGS
(33,39,40). As shown in Supplementary Figure S4A–C, the
designed assay detected different levels of modification of
target and off-target sites that generally corresponded to the
results of previous studies (33,39,40). Please note that some
of the targets (CCR5) are segmentally duplicated in other
parts of the genome, which creates highly similar sequences
(off-targets) (Supplementary Table S2). The high similar-
ity of these sequences results in almost identical editing ef-
ficiency of the CCR5 targets and the corresponding off-
targets. A similar effect was also observed for the EMX1 tar-
get but not for the VEGFA target, which differed more sub-
stantially from the off-target (compare Supplementary Fig-
ure S4 and Supplementary Table S2). To demonstrate the
multiplexing ability of qEva-CRISPR, we designed an assay

(qEva multiplex) for parallel analysis of 3 targets (VEGFA,
EMX1, and CCR5.7). We used qEva multiplex for analysis
of K562 cells, which were simultaneously transfected with
three plasmids encoded the corresponding sgRNAs. (Sup-
plementary Figure S4D).

Evaluation of experimental conditions that affect genome
editing

To determine how the concentration of the plasmid encod-
ing CRISPR/Cas9 components affects the efficiency of the
target mutation, we transfected HCT116 and HeLa cells
with increasing amounts (0.25–2 �g) of the Cas9 E4.1 and
Cas9 E4.2 plasmids. As shown in Figure 2A, the fractions
of the modified target sequences gradually increased from
∼0% at the lowest concentration to ∼35% at the highest
concentration of plasmid. The efficiency of the target mod-
ification was comparable for the Cas9 E4.1 and Cas9 E4.2
plasmids in both HCT116 and HeLa cells. The signal of
the off-target probes remained unchanged regardless of the
concentration of plasmid and the type of transfected cells.
The obtained qEva-CRISPR results corresponded well to
the fraction of transfected cells observed using fluorescence
microscopy (Figure 2A, insets) and correlated well (R2 =
0.88–0.99) with the fraction of GFP-positive cells counted
using flow cytometry (Figure 2B). It must be stressed, how-
ever, that the obtained results are specific to the experimen-
tal conditions and cannot be generalized to other sgRNAs
or cell types.

In the next step, we analyzed the efficiency of the target
modification in GFP-positive HCT116 cells fractionated
by flow cytometry into three groups with high, medium,
and low GFP fluorescence intensity. The experiment was
performed with cells that were either transfected (Lipofec-
tamine LTX) or electroporated with the Cas9 E4.2 plasmid.
As shown in Figure 3, the efficiency of the target modifi-
cation differed slightly depending on the method of trans-
fection (i.e. higher for electroporation than lipofection). As
expected, TME was generally higher in the fraction of GFP-
positive cells than in unsorted cells (for comparison, see Fig-
ure 2; for cell-sorting parameters, see Supplementary Figure
S5). The results are generally consistent with the efficiency
of the target modification evaluated using the method based
on T7E1 heteroduplex cleavage (Figure 3B).

Targeted gene modification in single-cell-derived clones

In the next step, we analyzed the level of target modifi-
cation in single-cell-derived clones of HCT116 cells trans-

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SSs allow for probes length differentiation and their separation by capillary electrophoresis. The signals of all of the probes were normalized (divided)
to the average signal of the control probes (CTRL) and then to calculate the relative signal (RS) compared with the corresponding signals in a reference
(untreated) sample. The signals of each probe are presented as bar plots, either as the RS or percent of the target mutation efficiency (TME = (1 – RS) ×
100%). (B) Analysis of the target (TP53) and off-target mutation efficiencies in HCT116 cells either transfected (1.5 �g of plasmid DNA) or not transfected
with the Cas9 E4.2 plasmid. From the top: overlapped electropherograms of the analyzed (blue) and reference (gray) samples, corresponding RS, and TME
bar plots. The electropherograms were generated using the GeneMarker program (SoftGenetics, State College, PA) and captured as screenshots. The elec-
tropherogram lines were then extracted from the screenshot-bitmaps using the ‘Trace line’ tool in Corel Graphic v.X8. The probe IDs (TS – target-specific
probe; OS – off-target-specific probes, CTRL – control probes) are indicated under the electropherograms and under the bar plots. The gray zone in the
TME graphs indicates the significance threshold, 2× the standard deviation (SD) of the control probes signals. Target and off-target probes are indicated
in red; control probes are indicated in green. The decrease in the signal of the TS probe corresponded to a TME of 43%, whereas the signal from two
off-target specific probes remained unchanged (no mutation was detected). Corresponding results for the Cas9 E4.1 plasmid are shown in Supplementary
Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Effects of plasmid concentration on the efficiency of Cas9-induced target modification. (A) TME bar plots depicting the results of qEva-CRISPR
analysis of HCT116 and HeLa cells transfected with increasing concentrations of either Cas9 E4.1 (left-hand side) or Cas9 E4.2 (right-hand side) plasmids.
The chart designations are as shown in Figure 1B. The insets in each graph depict representative images of transfected cells (green fluorescent spots)
expressing GFP as a marker. Scale bars, 50 �m. (B) Correlation of the TME values (x-axis) determined by qEva-CRISPR analysis (above) with the
percentage of GFP-positive cells (y-axis) observed after plasmid transfection. GFP signals were detected in FL1 with the standard BD Accuri C6 filter
configuration FL1 = 533/30 nm. Gates were set based on the untransfected controls.
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Figure 3. Analysis of the Cas9-induced target modification efficiency in GFP-positive cells. The GFP signal indicates cells carrying the Cas9 E4.2 plasmid
transfected either by electroporation (left-hand side) or lipofection (right-hand side). Based on the fluorescence intensity, GFP-positive cells were divided
into three arbitrarily designated categories: low, medium, and high. (A) The TME bar plots depicting the results of qEva-CRISPR analysis of low, medium,
and high fractions of the HCT116 GFP-positive cells. The chart designations are as shown in Figure 1B. (B) Agarose gels depicting the results of T7
endonuclease I (T7E1) analysis of DNA samples from the above-described cells. Bands representing full-length (410 bp) and digested PCR products (∼267
bp and 143 bp) are indicated on the left. Only heteroduplexes with Cas9-induced mismatches are digested by T7E1. PCR products digested (+) and not
digested (–) with T7E1 are shown next to each other. Control – PCR product of DNA samples extracted from cells not transfected with Cas9 E4.2 plasmid;
L – 1 Kb Plus DNA ladder (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The percentage of digested products (calculated based on the densitometric analysis)
corresponding to a fraction of the Cas9-mutated targets are shown in the particular lines on agarose gels (red fonts).

fected with either Cas9 E4.1 or Cas9 E4.2 plasmids. As
shown in Figure 4A, the level of target modification in both
cases was either close to 0% or close to 100%, which sug-
gested that either no allele was mutated or both alleles of
the analyzed cells were mutated. There were no interme-
diate values (close to 50%) that would indicate mutation
of just one allele (heterozygous mutation). The results of
the Sanger sequencing analysis of selected clones were per-
fectly consistent with the observed genotypes (which con-
firm either wild-type or biallelic mutations) (Figure 4B). In
contrast, the levels of off-target mutations were consistently
close to 0%, which indicates there was no mutation of the
analyzed off-targets in the tested clones. It must be noted,
however, that in some clones with biallelic mutations, the
signal of the target-specific probes was not completely re-
duced (RS > 0), and it corresponds to TME values close
but not equal to 100% (Figure 4A). The occurrence of some
signal of target-specific probes in single-cell-derived clones
with biallelic mutations may result either from some con-
tamination of the analyzed clone with wild-type cells (clone
cross-contamination) or from the occurrence of a mutation
that allows for some low-level hybridization and subsequent

ligation of the probe. The second explanation seems to be
less likely (see Supplementary Figure S2).

Application of qEva-CRISPR for analysis of ‘difficult’ ge-
nomic regions

We tested the applicability of qEva-CRISPR for analysis
of ‘difficult’ regions enriched in low complexity and highly
repetitive sequences. Such regions are generally very dif-
ficult or not possible to analyze using standard genetic
approaches. For this purpose, we designed three qEva-
CRISPR assays (i.e. qEva HTT sg1, qEva HTT sg3, and
qEva HTT sg4) to analyze the targets located in exon 1
of the HTT gene in close proximity to polymorphic mi-
crosatellite tracts (CAG and CCG) (Figure 5A and B), the
expansion of one of which (CAG) causes Huntington’s dis-
ease. These assays utilized a set of previously designed con-
trol probes. As shown in Figure 5B, some half-probes of
the target-specific probes showed substantial overlap with
highly redundant repetitive sequences. The specificity of
these probes was guaranteed by combination with a second,
more specific half-probe. The experiment performed in four
biological replicates, clearly showed that each of the applied
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Figure 4. Analysis of the level of target modifications in single-cell-derived clones of HCT116 cells transfected with either Cas9 E4.1 or Cas9 E4.2 plasmids.
(A) A dot-plot depicting the TME values of target- and off-target-specific probes. Each dot represents the TME value of one analyzed clone. The gray
zone indicates the approximate level of 2x the SD observed in the analyzed clone samples. (B) Sanger sequencing analysis of the Cas9 E4.1 target site in
clone 11 with the wild-type sequence and clone 3 with biallelic deletions in the target sites. The dots representing clone 3 and clone 11 are indicated in the
dot-plot presented in panel A. Yellow backgrounds indicate micro-homologous sequences flanking the Cas9 E4.1 target site.

sgRNAs efficiently induced mutations in the correspond-
ing target with HTT.sg4 showing the highest efficiency (Fig-
ure 5C and D). The tested off-targets of the HTT.sg3 and
HTT.sg4 sgRNAs were not affected. In contrast, both of
the tested off-targets (HTT.sg1 1 and HTT.sg1 2) of the
HTT.sg1 sgRNA were substantially modified (Figure 5C
and D). The high mutation rate of these off-targets was con-
sistent with their high similarity to the target (single mis-
match at the second nucleotide upstream of the expected
cut-site) (Supplementary Table S2). For comparison to bio-
logical variation (Figure 5D), we performed technical repli-
cation (7×) of the selected experiment as well. As shown
in our results (compare Figure 5D and E), the technical
variation is very small, and therefore, most qEva-CRISPR
variability results from biological components. Addition-
ally, we replicated analysis of HTT.sg1 efficiency with the
use of a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex delivery sys-
tem. This dose-dependent experiment was performed in
HEK293 cells with four biological replicates (Figure 5F).
As shown in our results, the RNP delivery system gener-
ally resulted in lower target modification efficiency, but it
also resulted in substantially lower modification of the off-
targets.

Distinguishing HDR from NHEJ

Finally, we designed the qEva HTT.edit assay to demon-
strate that qEva-CRISPR can be applied not only to an-
alyze the level of ‘destruction’ of specific sequences (loss
of signal by Cas9 cutting) but also to detect and quan-
tify new sequences (gain of signal) generated by NHEJ
or HDR. In the first step, we used previously described
HTT.sg1 and HTT.sg4 for precise excision of the DNA se-
quence between cuts generated by either Cas9 or Cas9n
(34). As shown in Figure 6A–B, excision of the DNA frag-
ment resulted in a decrease in the signal of the HTT.sg1
and HTT.sg4-specific probes. Simultaneously, the signal
of the TS HTT.sg1 /4 probe appears. The results indi-
cate clean rejoining of the DNA free-ends by NHEJ. In
addition, to demonstrate detection of new sequences in-
troduced by HDR, we transfected HEK293T cells with

Cas9(n) HTT.sg1 and Cas9(n) HTT.sg4 plasmids along
with the donor template (ssODN containing fragment of
GFP sequence). As shown in Figure 6C, qEva-CRISPR
can detect and distinguish new sequences created either
by NHEJ (with clean ends rejoining) or HDR. Analysis
of single-cell-derived clones confirmed the ability of qEva-
CRISPR to detect specific sequences resulting from various
repair mechanisms (Figure 6D and E).

DISCUSSION

New CRISPR technologies for targeted genome editing are
still being developed, which will enhance the range of appli-
cations and possible targets. A simple method for reliable
and quantitative determination of INDEL mutations in a
target sequence is important for the selection of effective
approaches and CRISPR reagents, including targeting sgR-
NAs. Another important factor that requires careful evalu-
ation is the specificity of the approach that is used, which is
especially important for therapeutic applications and pre-
clinical studies.

The typical result of the genome editing procedure is a
heterogeneous mixture of different types of mutations oc-
curring at a target site that is additionally accompanied by
an unmodified wild-type target sequence. This heterogene-
ity substantially hampers reliable evaluation of editing ef-
ficiency, especially for quantification. The methods that al-
low for detection and quantification of CRISPR-induced
mutations include NGS [e.g., (39)]; Tracking of Indels by
DEcomposition (TIDE) [(21,22)]; Indel Detection by Am-
plicon Analysis (IDAA) (41); and the Droplet Digital PCR
(ddPCR)-based method (42).

The advantage of NGS, especially whole-genome NGS,
is its ability to detect the CRISPR-induced mutation in any
region of the genome, not only mutations occurring in a pre-
defined target or off-targets but also accidental mutations in
regions that are difficult or impossible to predict. This char-
acteristic makes NGS a method of choice for the final verifi-
cation of editing outcomes, especially when it is used in the
context of clinical applications. On the other hand, NGS is
still costly, cumbersome and time-consuming (NGS library
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Figure 5. Assay design and analysis of the Cas9-induced target modification efficiency in the region of the HTT gene. (A) Schematic representation of
exon 1 of the HTT gene with lower and higher rectangles representing the 5′UTR and coding sequence, respectively. (B) The sequence of HTT exon 1 with
the indicated target sequences (thin lines below the targeted strand), corresponding to predicted cut-sites (arrowheads) and PAMs (yellow background).
The 5′ and 3′ RSSs of the qEva-CRISPR probes specific to particular target sites are depicted above the sequence. Bold font indicates a CAG repeat
sequence, which can lead to Huntington’s disease if repeats are expanded. Please also note the presence of other repetitive and low-complexity elements
in the sequence (e.g. CCG repeats). (C) The TME bar graphs depicts the level of the target and corresponding off-target modifications in the transfected
HEK293T cells. Blue, red, and purple colors indicate the HTT.sg1, HTT.sg3 and HTT.sg4 target sequences as well as the corresponding qEva-CRISPR
probes and target/off-target-specific bars in the TME graph, respectively. (D) Dot-plots summarizing results (TME values in the tested target/off-target
sites) of four independent CRISPR/Cas9 experiments (biological replicates). Dots represent the TME values of individual experiments (black dots indicate
the results shown in (C), horizontal lines represent the medians, and whiskers represent the SD values. (E) Dot plots summarizing the results (TME values
in the tested target/off-target sites) of seven qEva-CRISPR analyses (technical replicates) for the same CRISPR/Cas9 experiment. The graphs scheme
as shown in (D). (F) The results of four independent experiments of CRISPR/Cas9-induced sequence modifications performed with the use of HTT.sg1
delivered in increasing amounts (indicated over the graphs) of RNP complex. The dot plots scheme is the same as shown in (D), blue and black dots
represent experiments performed in the HEK293T and GM04281 cells, respectively.

preparation and data analysis), and it is often performed
with the use of an external service. Therefore, NGS is im-
practical and rarely used in everyday laboratory work. The
methods that may overcome this gap are the TIDE, IDAA
and ddPCR-based methods as well as qEva-CRISPR. All
of these methods have a similar cost (∼$10 per sample; de-
pending on the analysis setup) and require a similar amount
of time for analysis (1–2 days). All of them need only basic
and easily accessible laboratory equipment, such as a ther-
mocycler and either a CE-apparatus (TIDE, IDAA, qEva-
CRISPR) or ddPCR equipment dedicated to droplet gener-
ation and counting. The TIDE method is based on the de-
composition of Sanger sequencing traces to identify major
mutations induced in the expected editing sites. The main

advantage of TIDE is that it simultaneously identifies and
quantifies all major mutations occurring at the target site.
It was shown that TIDE results excellently correlate (pre-
dict) with the global effects of target modification. How-
ever, the estimated level of individual mutations may devi-
ate from expected (from replicate or control experiments)
by a few percentage points, and it is somehow less reliable
for mutations occurring at a low frequency as well as for
larger INDELs. Inherently, the reliability of TIDE depends
on the purity/quality of PCR products and Sanger sequenc-
ing reads, and therefore, sequencing the opposite strand to
confirm the results is recommended. IDAA is a very sim-
ple and straightforward method that takes advantage of the
high resolution (1 nt) of capillary electrophoresis for sepa-
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Figure 6. Analysis of NHEJ and HDR events after targeted editing of the HTT gene by CRISPR/Cas9. (A) Results of the HTT gene editing with the use
of two sgRNAs (HTT.sg1 and HTT.sg4, as shown in Figure 5) flanking the (CAG)n repeat tract; (left-hand-side) electropherograms of the qEva HTTedit
assay of treated (blue) versus untreated (reference; gray) samples; (right-hand-side) RS-bar plot summarizing the results of 3 independent experiments
(error bars indicate SD). Note that the excision of a genomic fragment between the HTT.sg1 and HTT.sg4 cuts destroys both targets and decreases the
signal of both target-specific probes. Subsequent rejoining of the free-ends by NHEJ creates a new sequence that is recognized by the TS HTT.sg1/4 probe
that is composed of the 5′ half probe of TS HTT.sg1* and the 3′half probe of TS HTT.sg4 (see Supplementary Table S3). The signal of TS HTT.sg1/4 is
not present in a reference sample and increases after the treatment. (B) Similar to (A) but conducted with Cas9n (instead of Cas9). (C) Similar to (A) but
conducted with an ssODN composed of a 59-nt insert sequence and 60-nt 5′ and 3′ arms homologous to the HTT.sg1 and HTT.sg4 flanks. The appearance
of the HTT HDR probe signal indicates the successful introduction of the insert by HDR. (D) Examples of single-cell-derived clones generated from the
experiment as shown in (C): (from the top) the clone with one allele with wild-type sequence and one allele modified by HDR; one allele modified by HDR
and the other by NHEJ; and the clone with two alleles modified by HDR. (E) The agarose gel analysis of the clones shown in (C) (clone IDs are shown
above the gel). The PCR product was generated with primers flanking the modification site. WT – the PCR product of wild-type sequence; HDR – the
product of sequence repaired by HDR; and NHEJ – the product of sequence repaired by NHEJ (with clean ends rejoining).
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ration of all INDEL mutations. Its limitation, however, is
that it cannot detect substitutions, which means that it (in
contrast to TIDE and qEva-CRISPR) cannot be used for
analysis of the efficiency of recently developed strategies of
targeted base editing [e.g. (43) and references within]. Sim-
ilar to TIDE and other PCR-based methods (unlike qEva-
CRISPR) IDAA does not allow for detection of larger rear-
rangements extending beyond amplicon size. Additionally,
IDAA relies on the analysis of a homogenous PCR prod-
uct. Therefore (like TIDE), it is less suitable for regions with
overlapping tandem repeats and INDEL polymorphisms.
A recent direct comparison of T7E1, TIDE and IDAA
with NGS used as a gold standard showed that both TIDE
and IDAA substantially outperform T7E1 that turned out
to poorly predict editing efficiency (44). The results also
showed that both TIDE and IDAA overestimate (10–20%)
the presence of wild-type sequences and miscall some mu-
tations, especially ‘complex’ ones. Despite their specific lim-
itations, both TIDE and IDAA are presently methods of
choice for standard analysis of genome editing. However,
both methods are less suitable for analysis of targets located
in ‘difficult regions’ and they have little potential for multi-
plexing.

More recently, two strategies (based on similar principles)
of genome editing evaluation that take advantage of the par-
titioned amplification of individual copies of DNA with the
use of ddPCR have been proposed (42,45). The ddPCR-
based method utilizes two fluorescently labeled probes that
are specific for closely located sequences (one close to
the wild-type reference site and the other close to the ex-
pected target-cut-site). The absolute quantification of PCR
droplets positive for one and two probes allows for evalua-
tion of the fraction of edited DNA molecules. The ddPCR-
based method potentially allows for detection of a very
small fraction of mutated molecules. However, the perfor-
mance of this method strongly depends on assay conditions
and the amount of DNA used for analysis (both factors
require optimization and may affect the precision of anal-
ysis) (Findlay SD). It may be expected that improvement
of ddPCR technology (both in terms of a number of ana-
lyzed droplets and assay conditions) may further enhance
the sensitivity and reliability of the ddPCR-based method
and make it a method of choice to detect mutations present
in a very small fraction of analyzed molecules.

The main advantages of qEva-CRISPR compared to
these methods include multiplexing, its relative insensitivity
to mutation type, the capability for analyzing targets located
in ‘difficult regions’ and for distinguishing HDR and NHEJ.
We tested the qEva-CRISPR strategy and confirmed its reli-
ability using ten CRISPR/Cas9 targets located in the TP53,
VEGFA, EMX1 and CCR5 genes as well as the highly repet-
itive region of the HTT gene. Reliable analysis of Cas9-
mediated mutations in the latter region was not possible
using other PCR-based or sequencing-based methods. The
designed qEva-CRISPR assays were tested in four different
cell types under numerous experimental conditions and de-
signs (i.e. different plasmid and RNP concentrations, trans-
fection methods, sorted and unsorted cells, and single-cell-
derived clones) as well as artificial models. To test the re-
liability of qEva-CRISPR, we compared the obtained re-
sults with (i) the number of positively transfected (GFP-

positive) cells observed either with fluorescence microscopy
or counted with a flow cytometer, (ii) the results obtained
for T7E1 analysis, (iii) Sanger sequencing of the target se-
quences in single-cell-derived clones and (iv) the results of
previous studies. All of the performed analyses showed sub-
stantial consistency with the qEva-CRISPR results.

The target-specific qEva-CRISPR probes were designed
to overlap target sequences with the ligation position lo-
cated directly over the predicted cut-sites (Figure 1A,
also B), which makes them (and qEva-CRISPR analy-
sis) sensitive to any type of mutation occurring at the
target sites, including both small mutations (even single-
nucleotide substitutions or deletions) and large deletions
or more complex rearrangements. It has been previously
shown [e.g. (27,37,38)] and confirmed herein (Supplemen-
tary Figure S2 and Supplementary Figure S3) that even a
small mismatch at the ligation point completely prevents
ligation and subsequent amplification of the probe. It was
also shown that the signal of the MLPA probes is quantita-
tively proportional to the dosage (number of copies) of the
tested regions [e.g. (46–48)]. Sensitivity to large deletions is
the main property of the ligation-dependent probes that are
routinely utilized in MLPA assays for large mutation detec-
tion [e.g. (27,29,49,50)]. Moreover, the short region-specific
sequence (usually ∼40 nt) of the qEva-CRISPR probes uti-
lized in our study made them relatively insensitive to the
single-nucleotide substitutions (SNPs) that commonly oc-
cur in the human genome as well as in other genomes. Be-
cause the most common SNPs in the human genome have
already been identified and deposited in the appropriate
databases (e.g. dbSNP), qEva-CRISPR probes may, in most
cases, be designed to avoid common SNPs in a relatively
short region-specific sequence [see protocol in (28)]. The oc-
currence of SNPs is a serious drawback of all heteroduplex-
based methods, which usually use relatively long PCR am-
plicons (∼400 nt) that often overlap with common SNPs
and interfere with subsequent analyses.

The experiments that were performed also confirmed that
qEva-CRISPR analysis may be used for optimization and
selection of the best experimental conditions (plasmid and
RNP concentration or transfection method) for most effec-
tive target modifications or for the selection of single-cell-
derived clones with the desired genotype, including specific
genotypes generated by HDR or NHEJ without the need
for cumbersome and time-consuming cloning and sequenc-
ing of individually targeted alleles.

The advantages of our qEva-CRISPR assays are as fol-
lows. (i) qEva-CRISPR is a multiplex method that enables
simultaneous analysis of target and off-target regions. In
the same way, it could be adapted for simultaneous analysis
of more than one target site. (ii) qEva-CRISPR is a semi-
quantitative method that allows for robust estimation of the
fraction of modified targets. (iii) qEva-CRISPR may be de-
signed to detect and distinguish new sequences generated
by NHEJ and HDR. (iv) The sensitivity of qEva-CRISPR
does not depend on the mutation type. The qEva-CRISPR
probe may detect both single-nucleotide substitutions and
deletion of the whole gene. (v) qEva-CRISPR allows for
detection of homozygous mutations without the need for
the addition of wild-type DNA, which is required in all
methods that rely on heteroduplex formation. (vi) qEva-
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CRISPR does not require the optimization and adjustment
of assays for the specific target sequence. It takes advantage
of a standard protocol (standard reaction conditions, eas-
ily accessible reagent set) of MLPA. The standard MLPA
setup was validated and successfully used in hundreds of
research and clinical studies for the analysis of large muta-
tions in disease-related genes [e.g. (27,29,49,50)]. (vii) The
qEva-CRISPR strategy can be easily adapted to the tar-
get or off-targets of interest. This approach requires only
the design of target-specific probes that may be used to-
gether with a set of control probes designed for this study
(upon request, we may share aliquots of a ready-to-use mix
of control probes). (viii) The qEva-CRISPR test is cost-
effective (∼$10 per sample, including the reagents and cost
of the capillary electrophoresis separation (excluding the
starting cost of probes synthesis, which is ∼$150 per probe,
the synthesized probe may be used for thousands of reac-
tions). (ix) qEva-CRISPR does not require advanced labo-
ratory equipment. (x) Finally, due to the characteristics of
the target-specific probes and the strategy utilized for the
probe design [described in detail previously by our group
(27,28)], qEva-CRISPR may be used to analyze almost any
target or targets of interest, including targets located in ‘dif-
ficult’ genomic regions.

It must also be noted that qEva-CRISPR has limitations.
It cannot be used for a whole-genome analysis and does not
allow for detection of all potential and accidental off-target
sites, and it generally does not characterize the identified
mutations. qEva-CRISPR does not allow for reliable detec-
tion of a mutation that occurs in a very small fraction (∼5%)
of targets. However, because in most experiments, only re-
sults in which the target of interest is substantially modified
are considered important and worthy of further analysis,
the latter drawback has a limited impact on this method.

In summary, the plethora of methods developed for eval-
uating genome editing efficiency (including methods not
discussed here) indicates there is no ideal method that ful-
fills all requirements for testing the efficiency. The methods
discussed in this study have different advantages and are op-
timal for different applications. We may expect that in the
future, either one method will turn out to be superior and
will dominate the others or, more likely, different methods
will form niches for specific applications.
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